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Abstract
We show how abstract interpretation can be expressed in a constraint-based formalism that is
becoming increasingly popular for the analysis of functional and object-oriented languages. This
is illustrated by developing analyses for the ambient calculus.
The 1rst step of the development constructs an analysis for counting occurrences of processes
inside other processes; we show that the analysis is semantically correct and that the set of
acceptable solutions constitutes a Moore family. The second step considers a previously devel-
oped control 4ow analysis and shows how to induce it from the counting analysis; we show
that its properties can be derived from those of the counting analysis using general results about
abstract interpretation for constraint-based analyses.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The ambient calculus was introduced in [3] as a natural language for modeling
network security (e.g. 1rewalls) and mobility (e.g. autonomous agents). By employing
static analysis it is possible to automatically validate certain security properties of such
models (e.g. whether or not a 1rewall is protective cf. [11]) and thereby attaining a
higher level of trust in the security of such models.
Abstract interpretation [5] is a powerful technique for performing static analysis by
stepwise development. One starts with an overly precise and costly analysis and then
develops more approximate and less costly analyses by carefully choosing appropriate
Galois connections; in this way the semantic correctness of the initial analysis carries
over to the approximate analyses. This technique has demonstrated its ability to deal
successfully with a variety of programming languages. Recent papers have studied how
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to apply the technique to calculi of computation such as the -calculus although it was
assumed that processes were written in a “non-standard” syntax [13,14].
We show that abstract interpretation can be developed for the ambient calculus (that
essentially extends a large subset of the -calculus with operations for mobility) without
the need to assume that processes are on a non-standard form. More importantly, we
are able to perform the entire development by expressing the analyses in a constraint-
based formulation that closely corresponds to formulations that have become popular
for the analysis of functional and object-oriented languages and that have recently been
applied also to the -calculus [1,2]. This is likely to make abstract interpretation more
accessible to a wider community because often abstract interpretation is being criticised
for starting with a “low level” trace-based semantics. We refer to Section 2 for a review
of the ambient calculus.
The 1rst step is the development of an analysis for explicitly modelling which
processes can be inside what other processes; in order to model accurately what happens
when the only process inside some other process actually moves out of the process,
the analysis incorporates a counting component. As is customary for constraint-based
formulations (in particular our own based on 4ow logic) this takes the form of spec-
ifying a satisfaction relation C |=P for when the set C of descriptions of processes
satis1es the demands of the program P; here C is a set of tuples that each describe a
set of processes. If C |=P then C is said to be an acceptable analysis for P.
This approach is very natural for applications such as security and validation where
information obtained by other means needs to be checked before it can be used—much
the same ideas are found in type systems. We then show that the speci1cation is
semantically sound (meaning that, for a suitable extraction function , if C |=P and
(P)∈C then C contains descriptions (Q) of all processes Q that P can evaluate
to) and that the set of acceptable solutions has a least element (or more precisely
that {C |C |=P ∧ (P)∈C} constitutes a Moore family). The details are covered in
Section 3.
The second step is to show that a previously developed control 4ow analysis [11]
can in fact be induced from the counting analysis; to show this we 1rst clarify what
it means to induce one constraint-based analysis from another. We then show that
semantic correctness and the existence of least solutions carry over from the counting
analysis. This shows that abstract interpretation is a useful guide also when developing
analyses of calculi of computation. It follows that the theoretical properties established
in [11] from 1rst principles actually fall out of the general development. We refer to
Section 4 for the details.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared as [7]. More powerful analyses appear
in [10,12].
2. The ambient calculus
The ambient calculus is a calculus of computation with special focus on mobility.
It is based on traditional process algebras, such as the -calculus, but the emphasis
is on mobility and movement of processes rather than communication. In particular
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it extends the notion of mobility found in Java [6] by allowing active processes, as
opposed to passive code, to move between administrative domains and sites. The calcu-
lus was introduced in [3] and a polyadic variant along with a typesystem was presented
in [4].
In this paper we restrict our attention to the communication free fragment of the
ambient calculus; as shown in [3] this fragment retains Turing-completeness.
2.1. Syntax
As in [3] the syntax of processes P;Q∈ Proc is given by
P;Q ::= (n)P restriction
| 0 inactivity
| P | Q composition
| !P replication
| n‘a [P] ambient
| in‘in:P capability to enter n
| out‘on:P capability to exit n
| open‘pn:P capability to open n
n names
The restriction (n)P introduces the new name n and limits its scope to the process
P; 0 is the inactive process that does nothing; P | Q stands for the processes P and
Q running in parallel; replication provides recursion and iteration as !P represents an
unbounded number of copies of P running in parallel. By n[P] we denote the ambient
named n that has the process P running inside it. The capabilities in n and out n are
used to move their enclosing ambients whereas open n is used to dissolve the boundary
of a sibling ambient; this will be made precise when we de1ne the semantics below.
We write fn(P) for the free names of P. Trailing occurrences of the inactive process
0 will often be omitted.
To make the presentation of the analysis independent from the syntactic peculiar-
ities of the ambient calculus, we have decided to base the analysis on labels that
uniquely determine the program points of interest; consult [10–12] for alternative
ways to present similar analyses. We write ‘a ∈ Laba for labels on ambients, ‘i ∈ Labi
for labels on in-capabilities, ‘o ∈ Labo for labels on out-capabilities and ‘p ∈ Labp for
labels on open-capabilities; it is helpful to assume that the sets Laba, Labi, Labo and
Labp are pairwise disjoint. We use ‘∈ Lab= Laba ∪ Labi ∪ Labo ∪ Labp to range over
their union so as to be able to dispense with the superscripts when no confusion can
arise.
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Fig. 1. Structural congruence.
The syntax of names n∈Nam is left implicit but it is assumed that the set of names
is countably in1nite.
In the ambient calculus processes are identi1ed up to -renaming of their bound
names (see below). This means that bound names can change dynamically during
evaluation and thus are unsuitable for direct use in the analysis, because semantic
correctness will be expressed as a subject reduction result (see Sections 3.2 and 4.2).
To overcome this problem we therefore introduce the notion of stable names: assume
that the set of names is equipped with an equivalence relation ≡ such that each
equivalence class {m |m ≡ n} is countably in1nite and contains a unique representa-
tive n	. We write SNam for the subset {n	 | n∈Nam} of representatives, called the
stable names, and in examples we take ni	= n etc. so that ni≡ mj if and only if
n equals m. We shall then identify processes up to a renaming of their bound names
with names from the same equivalence classes. In [1,2,7] an alternative treatment of
-equivalence is explored: annotating bound names with labels, called “markers”, and
then using markers instead of stable names.
2.2. Semantics
The semantics is given by a structural congruence P ≡ Q and a reduction relation
P→Q in the manner of the -calculus. The congruence relation of Fig. 1 is a straight-
forward modi1cation of the corresponding table in [3].
The reduction relation is given in Fig. 2 and is a straightforward modi1cation of the
corresponding table in [3]. A pictorial representation of the three basic rules is given
in Fig. 3.
Example 1. The following example shows how a 1rewall modelled in the ambient
calculus works. For brevity it is a scaled down version of the 1rewall example that
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Fig. 2. Reduction relation.
Fig. 3. Pictorial representation of the basic reduction rules.
appears in [3] in that only two keys are used as opposed to three. Note however that
this 1rewall is still protective in the sense of [9].
Consider the ambient w (representing the 1rewall) that contains a probe p:
ww[pp[out‘
o
1w:in‘
i
2k:in‘
i
4w] | open‘p5 k:P]:
The ambient can use the probe to fetch ambients with name k that are willing to be
fetched; as an example we have:
kk[open‘
p
3 p |Q]
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We illustrate the fact that w can use p to fetch k by the reduction sequence:
ww[pp[out‘
o
1w:in‘
i
2k:in‘
i
4w] | open‘p5 k:P] | kk[open‘p3 p | Q]
→ ww[open‘p5 k:P] | pp[in‘i2k:in‘i4w] | kk[open‘p3 p | Q]
→ ww[open‘p5 k:P] | kk[pp[in‘i4w] | open‘p3 p | Q]
→ ww[open‘p5 k:P] | kk[in‘i4w | Q]
→ ww[kk[Q] | open‘p5 k:P]
→ ww[Q | P]
The reduction sequence shows that w sends p into k; k opens p and enters w and
1nally k is opened.
Throughout the development we consider a process, P?, executing in an environment
represented by the ambient n? with label ‘a? such that neither (names equivalent to) n?
nor ‘a? occurs inside P?. This amounts to a system of the form n
‘a?
? [P?] where there is
exactly one occurrence of the name n? (modulo ≡) and of the label ‘a?. Clearly the
set Lab? of labels and the set SNam? of representatives of names occurring in n
‘a?
? [P?]
will be 1nite subsets of Lab and SNam, respectively, and we shall occasionally restrict
Lab and SNam to be these 1nite subsets.
3. Occurrence counting analysis
In this section we present an analysis that counts occurrences of ambients. It can be
seen as an abstract collecting semantics in that it is very precise (on processes without
replication) but its results are rather unwieldy, and the analysis is therefore unsuitable
for implementation. Nonetheless, it is a useful intermediate step in developing more
approximate analyses, in the spirit of abstract interpretation, cf. [5]. As motivated in
Section 2, an ambient will be identi1ed by its label ‘a ∈ Laba and a capability by its
label ‘∈ Labi ∪ Labo ∪ Labp.
3.1. Speci2cation of the analysis
The speci1cation of the analysis is split into three: 1rst the abstract domains are
presented; then we de1ne and discuss the extraction and representation functions used
in the analysis; and 1nally the 4ow logic speci1cation is given.
3.1.1. Domains of the analysis
The analysis operates on sets of representations of processes. A process can be
represented by a triple (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ)∈ InAmb×OfNam×Accum; the individual compo-
nents of the triple are described below.
For each ambient the set of ambients and capabilities contained in it is recorded in
the following component:
Iˆ ∈ InAmb = P(Laba × (Laba ∪ Labi ∪ Labo ∪ Labp)):
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If a process contains an ambient labelled ‘a enclosing a capability or ambient labelled
‘ then (‘a; ‘)∈ Iˆ should hold in order for (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) to be a correct representation of
the process.
Each occurrence of an ambient has a name and to keep track of this information we
have the component:
Hˆ ∈OfNam = P(Laba×SNam):
If a process contains an ambient labelled ‘a with name n then (‘a; n	)∈ Hˆ should
hold in order for (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) to be a correct representation of the process. Note that Hˆ
may be taken to be a partial function, Hˆ ∈ Laba →par SNam, when all ambients are
uniquely labelled.
Furthermore the representation contains information about the number of occurrences
of each ambient called the multiplicity of the ambient. The occurrence counting infor-
mation is recorded in the Aˆ-component:
Aˆ ∈ Accum = Laba →par (Mult\{0})
where Mult= {0; 1; !} and ! should be read as two or more, 1 as exactly one, and
0 as exactly zero. Thus, 0 represents absence of an ambient, but rather than explicitly
assigning multiplicity 0 to ambients that do not occur, we simply do not include them
in the domain, dom(Aˆ), of the partial function Aˆ; hence all (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) of interest will
be 1nitary.
The Mult domain is equipped with an “addition” operator ⊕:
⊕ 0 1 !
0 0 1 !
1 1 ! !
! ! ! !
If a process contains an ambient labelled ‘a then Aˆ(‘a) should be 1 or ! (depending
on the actual number of occurrences of ‘a) in order for (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) to be an acceptable
representation of the process. We write ⊥ for the partial function with dom(⊥)= ∅.
We say that (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) is compatible whenever
if (‘a; ‘)∈ Iˆ or (‘a; n)∈ Hˆ then ({‘a; ‘}∩ Laba)⊆ dom(Aˆ),
if ‘a ∈ dom(Aˆ) then there exists n such that (‘a; n)∈ Hˆ , and
if Aˆ(‘a)= 1 then {n | (‘a; n)∈ Hˆ} is a singleton and {‘ | (‘; ‘a)∈ Iˆ} is a singleton
or empty.
This says that the ambient labels with non-0 multiplicity are the same as the ambient
labels with names and that they include all ambient labels in the triple; it also says
that ambient labels occurring only once have exactly one name and at most one parent.
We de1ne Count to be the set of compatible triples:
Count = {(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ)∈ InAmb×OfNam×Accum | (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) is compatible}:
Finally, a proposed analysis C is a set of representations of processes:
C∈CountSet = P(Count):
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Fig. 4. Extraction (OC) and representation (OC) functions [8].
Fig. 5. Extraction function for occurrence counting.
Clearly CountSet is a complete lattice under the subset ordering.
Variations. The notion of compatible could be made more demanding, e.g. by requiring
that whenever (‘a; ‘)∈ Iˆ then (‘a?; ‘)∈ Iˆ∗ (writing Iˆ∗ for the re4exive and transitive
closure of the relation Iˆ and recalling that ‘a? is the label of the top-level environment).
As it stands, there are more compatible triples than are constructed by the representation
function OC to be de1ned in Fig. 5; we abstain from using the more demanding notion
of compatible in order not to overly complicate the speci1cation of the analysis in
Figs. 6 and 7.
In this paper occurrences are counted globally with respect to the entire system
considered. A more precise, and much more costly, approach where occurrences are
counted locally with respect to their parent is considered in [12], where the precision
furthermore is increased by recording which capabilities block what other capabilities;
roughly, this would correspond to extending InAmb to be P(Lab× Lab).
3.1.2. Extraction and representation functions
We already informally explained the demands on a triple (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) in order to repre-
sent a process P?. The desired triple is formally given as OC(P?) where the extraction
function OC is de1ned in Fig. 5. Its functionality is summarised in Fig. 4: it maps
processes to their canonical (abstract) representation, and it will be invariant under
-equivalence and ≡-equivalence, cf. Lemma 2.
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Fig. 6. Speci1cation of the analysis with occurrence counting (part 1).
The de1nition of OC makes use of the operator unionsq+ in order to combine representations
of processes; it is de1ned by
(Iˆ 1; Hˆ 1; Aˆ1) unionsq+ (Iˆ 2; Hˆ 2; Aˆ2) = (Iˆ 1 ∪ Iˆ 2; Hˆ 1 ∪ Hˆ 2; Aˆ1 ⊕ Aˆ2)
where ⊕ is extended to Accum×Accum as follows:
(Aˆ1 ⊕ Aˆ2)(‘)=


Aˆ1(‘)⊕ Aˆ2(‘) if ‘∈ dom(Aˆ1) ∧ ‘∈ dom(Aˆ2)
Aˆ1(‘) if ‘∈ dom(Aˆ1) ∧ ‘ ∈ dom(Aˆ2)
Aˆ2(‘) if ‘ ∈ dom(Aˆ1) ∧ ‘∈ dom(Aˆ2)
undef if ‘ ∈ dom(Aˆ1) ∧ ‘ ∈ dom(Aˆ2)
Clearly unionsq+ produces a compatible triple from two compatible triples. The notation
[S → c] is used for the partial function that is only de1ned on S and that gives the
constant value c for all arguments in S. Notice that all ambients “inside” a replication
are assigned the multiplicity ! as is natural due to the congruence axiom !P ≡ P | !P
that ensures that !P ≡ P | · · · | P | !P.
It is clear that the extraction function OC only produces compatible triples. The
representation function OC (cf. Fig. 4) for a process is then de1ned in terms of the
extraction function OC:
OC(P?) = {OC(P?)}:
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Fig. 7. Speci1cation of the analysis with occurrence counting (part 2).
3.1.3. The 4ow logic
The speci1cation of the occurrence counting analysis is given in Figs. 6 and 7 in the
form of a 4ow logic and is explained below. It is intended to ensure that the set C of
triples is closed under reduction and therefore contains non-trivial clauses only in the
case of capabilities; ensuring that a triple describing the initial process P is part of C is
expressed using the extraction function de1ned above, by demanding that OC(P)∈C,
and is not part of the speci1cation of the analysis in the approach taken here.
Case in‘
i
n:P: The clause for in‘
i
n:P 1rst checks the subprocess P. Then all repre-
sentations of processes in C are considered. Each time the capability occurs inside an
ambient ‘a with a sibling ‘′ with the name n	, a demand on C is made depending
on the multiplicity of ‘a.
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Case in‘
i
n:P, Aˆ(‘a)= 1: If ‘a has the multiplicity 1 we know that ‘a is the only
ambient with that name inside its parent, the ambient ‘′′. In order to represent the
eOect of executing an in-capability we must represent the fact that the ambient ‘a is
no longer directly inside its previous parent ‘′′, i.e.
Iˆ\{(‘′′; ‘a)} : : :
Furthermore, ‘a has not merely disappeared but has moved inside its previous sibling,
‘′. So far this yields the formula
Iˆ\{(‘′′; ‘a)} ∪ {(‘′; ‘a)} (1)
for the new Iˆ -component. Since we do not know whether or not a capability labelled
‘i occurs inside the ambient ‘a somewhere else in the process we have to consider
two cases, one where (‘a; ‘i) should not be removed from the representation (as in (1)
above) and one where it should be:
Iˆ\{(‘′′; ‘a); (‘a; ‘i)} ∪ {(‘′; ‘a)}: (2)
Thus, in order to represent the eOect of an in-capability, it is demanded that the
representations (1) and (2) both are in C.
Case in‘
i
n:P, Aˆ(‘a)=!: In the case where ‘a has multiplicity ! the general pattern
is much as above, but we cannot make any assumption on the number of ambients
labelled ‘a that occur inside the ambient ‘′′ currently being analysed. This is due to
the fact that the analysis counts labels globally and hence we do not know which part
of the global count that is pertinent to the situation at hand. Therefore we have two
cases to consider: one that represents the case that two or more ambients labelled ‘a
occur inside ‘′′ and one that represents the case that ‘a occurs exactly once inside ‘′′.
As for multiplicity 1 we have subcases depending on whether or not ‘i still occurs in
the process.
Case out‘
o
n:P: The clause for out-capabilities is similar and will not be explained.
Case open‘
p
n:P: The clause for open‘
p
n:P 1rst checks the subprocess P. Then all
representations of processes in C are considered. Each time the capability occurs with
a sibling ‘′ with the name n	, a demand on C is made depending on the multiplicity
of ‘′.
Case open‘
p
n:P, Aˆ(‘′)= 1: If ‘′ has the multiplicity 1 we know that opening ‘′
destroys it, thus it should be removed from the representation, i.e.
Iˆ\{(‘a; ‘′)} : : :
Furthermore, all the capabilities and ambients inside it must be removed as well,
yielding
Iˆ\({(‘′; ‘)∈ Iˆ | ‘∈ Lab} ∪ {(‘a; ‘′)}) : : :
only to be added again at a higher level (the same level as the now opened parent):
Iˆ\({(‘′; ‘)∈ Iˆ | ‘∈ Lab} ∪ {(‘a; ‘′)}) ∪ {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘)∈ Iˆ}:
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Fig. 8. Purpose of Y and Z .
As for in-capabilities we have to consider further two cases depending on whether or
not ‘p has to be removed from ‘a; to express this more succinctly than before we
use X (either empty or a singleton) to denote the information that is to be removed.
Putting all of the above together, we arrive at the following formulation of the new Iˆ
component:
∀X ⊆ {(‘a; ‘p)} :
Iˆ\({(‘′; ‘)∈ Iˆ | ‘∈ Lab} ∪ {(‘a; ‘′)} ∪ X ) ∪ {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘)∈ Iˆ}:
Finally we also need to update the Hˆ and Aˆ components, which is straightforward as
we only need to remove the stable name of the ambient that was opened and to make
sure that its counting information is “reset to zero”, i.e. removed.
Case open‘
p
n: P, Aˆ(‘′)=!: If ‘′ has the multiplicity ! we again do not know
what part of the global count is pertinent to the situation at hand. Therefore we do not
know exactly which ambients and capabilities reported to be inside an ambient labelled
‘′ are in fact inside the ambient actually opened. We therefore consider all possible
combinations Z :
Z ⊆ {(‘′; ‘)∈ Iˆ | ‘∈ Lab}:
Thus a given Z represents a guess at the set of ambients and capabilities actually
inside the particular ambient that is opened. Of these some may occur only inside the
ambient actually opened. These ambients and capabilities must explicitly be removed
from the ambient that was opened, but since we do not know exactly which ambients
and capabilities that should be included, we again consider all possible combinations
Y (ensuring that they include all ambients with multiplicity 1):
∀Y ⊆ Z s.t. Y ⊇ Z ∩ {(‘′; ‘)∈ Iˆ | Aˆ(‘)= 1}:
In Fig. 8 the purpose of Y and Z is summarised. The speci1cation then ensures that
ambients and capabilities in Z move inside the parent ambient ‘a and that the ones
from Y are removed from being inside ‘′ (and where X is de1ned as above):
(Iˆ\(X ∪ Y )) ∪ {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘)∈Z}:
Since the ambient ‘′ was destroyed by opening it, its new multiplicity intuitively is
“c=!− 1”; formally we use c to denote the possible solutions to c+ 1=! and note
that they are c=1 and c=! (but not c=0).
Case open‘
p
n:P, Aˆ(‘′)=!; c=!: For c=! we consider the possibility that the
ambient actually opened may be the only ambient with that name so that it may be
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possible to remove the name from Hˆ ; we use V to express the possibilities and take
care of compatibility by insisting that the name is not removed if it is the only name
possible:
∀V ⊆ {(‘′; n	)} s.t. ∃m∈SNam : (‘′; m)∈ Hˆ\V :
: : : Hˆ\V : : :
In a similar way the ambient actually opened may be the only ambient labelled ‘′
occurring inside ‘a so that it may be possible to remove the link (‘a; ‘′) from Iˆ ; we
use W to express the possibilities and take care of compatibility by insisting that the
link is not removed if it is the only link possible:
∀W ⊆ {(‘a; ‘′)} s:t: ∃‘ : (‘; ‘′)∈((Iˆ \(Y∪X ))∪{(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘)∈Z})\W :
: : : ((Iˆ \(Y ∪ X )) ∪ {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘)∈Z})\W : : :
Finally the Aˆ component is updated with the new multiplicity of ‘′:
Aˆ[‘′ → c]
Putting it all together we arrive at the following representation that must be in C:
(((Iˆ\(Y ∪ X )) ∪ {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘)∈Z})\W; Hˆ\V; Aˆ[‘′ → c])
with V , W , X , Y and Z as discussed above.
Case open‘
p
n:P, Aˆ(‘′)=!, c=1: For c=1 the reasoning is analogous to that for
c=! above; we take care to ensure compatibility by insisting that Hˆ records exactly
one name for ‘′ and that Iˆ records exactly one parent for ‘′. To express this succinctly
we use the notation
S⊂::T ≡ (S ⊆ T ) ∧ (T\S is a singleton)
meaning that S contains all elements but one of those in T .
The speci1cation is well-de1ned because it is de1ned compositionally and because
all triples constructed for inclusion in C are compatible.
Variations. The analysis could be made more demanding, e.g. by considering the case
c=1 only when {(‘′; m)∈ Hˆ |m∈SNam} contains at most two elements. As it stands,
using the terminology of Section 4.1, the occurrence counting analysis approximates,
but is not induced from, the collecting semantics as usually considered in abstract
interpretation; we abstain from developing a stronger analysis so as not to overly
complicate the speci1cation in Figs. 6 and 7.
3.2. Properties of the analysis
In this section the formal properties of the occurrence counting analysis are discussed.
We 1rst show the semantic correctness of the analysis and next show the existence of
least (or best) solutions.
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3.2.1. Semantic correctness
Since we have employed an operational semantics for the ambient calculus it is
natural to express semantic correctness in the form of a subject reduction result in the
manner known from type systems. This leads to a “local” notion of correctness that
shows that each reduction of the semantics is adequately mimicked in the analysis; as
a preparation we 1rst show an auxiliary result for the structural congruence.
Lemma 2. If P;Q∈ Proc then
OC(P)⊆C ∧ C |=OC P ∧ P ≡ Q ⇒ OC(Q)⊆C ∧ C |=OC Q:
Proof. It suPces to prove the following statements:
(1) If P ≡ Q then C |=OC P ⇔ C |=OC Q.
(2) If P ≡ Q then ∀‘∈ Laba : OC‘ (P)= OC‘ (Q).
Both are proved by induction in the inference P ≡ Q (de1ned in Fig. 1); the details
may be found in Appendix A.
Proposition 3 (“Local” correctness). If P;Q∈ Proc then
OC(P)⊆C ∧ C |=OC P ∧ P→Q ⇒ OC(Q)⊆C ∧ C |=OC Q:
Proof. It suPces to prove the following statements:
(1) C |=OC P ∧ P→Q ⇒ C |=OC Q
(2) ∀‘∈ Laba : ∀(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ)∈Count :
((Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (P))∈C ∧ C |=OC P ∧ P→Q
⇒ ((Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (Q))∈C
Both are proved by induction in the inference P→Q (de1ned in Fig. 2) and rely on
Lemma 2; the details may be found in Appendix B.
An alternative approach to semantic correctness is motivated by characterising the set
of “reachable” con1gurations in the manner known from model checking. This leads
to a “global” notion of correctness that shows that the set of processes reachable under
reduction is accounted for by the analysis.
Corollary 4 (“Global” correctness). If P;Q∈ Proc then
OC(P)⊆C ∧ C |=OC P ∧ P→∗ Q ⇒ OC(Q)⊆C:
Proof. A straightforward proof by induction in the length of the derivation sequence
P→∗ Q, using Proposition 3, shows that
OC(P)⊆C ∧ C |=OC P ∧ P→∗ Q ⇒ OC(Q)⊆C ∧ C |=OC Q
from which the corollary trivially follows.
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3.2.2. Least solutions
We next show that the set of acceptable solutions constitutes a Moore family; this
corresponds to the model intersection property as known from logic. Recall that a subset
of a complete lattice, Y ⊆L, is a Moore family if whenever Y ′⊆Y then Y ′ ∈Y .
Proposition 5 (Moore family). The set{
C
∣∣C |=OC P ∧ OC(P)⊆C}
is a Moore family for every P.
Proof. Let (Cj)j∈J be a family of elements in the set, i.e.
∀j ∈ J : Cj |=OC P ∧ ∀j ∈ J : OC(P)⊆Cj;
and show that also
⋂
j∈J Cj is in the set, i.e.
⋂
j∈J
Cj

 |=OC P ∧ OC(P)⊆

⋂
j∈J
Cj

 :
The second conjunct is immediate by the properties of intersection (recalling that the
intersection over an empty index set yields Count). For the 1rst conjunct we proceed
by structural induction in P. The cases not involving capabilities are immediate. The
cases involving capabilities are rather similar: for each (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ)∈ ⋂j∈J Cj a family of
triples (Iˆk ; Hˆk ; Aˆk)k∈K is constructed in Figs. 6 and 7 and it is demanded that
∀k ∈ K : (Iˆk ; Hˆk ; Aˆk)∈
⋂
j∈J
Cj:
However, when (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ)∈ ⋂j∈J Cj also (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ)∈Cj for all j∈ J and it then
follows from the assumptions that (Iˆk ; Hˆk ; Aˆk)∈Cj for all j∈ J and k ∈K ; the result
then follows from the properties of intersection.
The Moore family property implies that the counting analysis admits an analysis of
every process, and that every process has a least (or “best”) analysis.
The set C may be in1nite because it is a subset of the in1nite set Count. Luck-
ily, it is possible to restrict the set Count to be 1nite by restricting all ambient and
capability labels to be those occurring in the program P? of interest and similarly for
representations of names; this de1nes the 1nite sets Count? and CountSet? of which
C is a member. It follows that the least solution
C? =
⋂{
C∈CountSet?
∣∣C |=OC P? ∧ OC(P?) ⊆ C}
is in fact computable. A standard worklist algorithm, cf. [8], can be used to 1nd
solutions. However, such a computation of C? is likely to require exponential time and
space and we are unaware of any algorithms or methods for reducing this complexity
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Fig. 9. Representation function for CFA.
signi1cantly. This makes the analysis unsuitable for practical use in automated tools,
such as 1rewall veri1ers etc. This suggests developing a coarser but more ePcient
analysis and is the subject of Section 4.
4. Control %ow analysis
A coarser analysis can be obtained from the counting analysis by dispensing with the
Aˆ component and by merging the resulting pairs (Iˆ ; Hˆ) into one (by taking their least
upper bound). In other words, the analysis works on pairs (Iˆ ; Hˆ)∈ InAmb×OfNam
where InAmb×OfNam is a complete lattice under the componentwise partial order.
We say that a pair (Iˆ ; Hˆ) is compatible whenever
if (‘a; ‘)∈ Iˆ or (‘; ‘a)∈ Iˆ then there exists n such that (‘a; n)∈ Hˆ
(recalling that ‘a ∈ Laba and ‘∈ Lab) and we write InAmb :::×OfNam for the set of
compatible pairs. If Y is a set of compatible pairs and
⊔
Y is their least upper bound
as calculated in InAmb×OfNam then clearly ⊔Y is compatible. It follows that when
InAmb
:::×OfNam is equipped with the componentwise partial order it has the same
least upper bounds as in InAmb×OfNam; in particular all subsets have least upper
bounds. It follows (see e.g. Lemma A.2 in [8]) that InAmb
:::×OfNam is a complete
lattice as well.
In keeping with the counting analysis, the coarser analysis is de1ned by a represen-
tation function and a speci1cation. The representation function is shown in Fig. 9 and
the analysis speci1cation in Fig. 10. The speci1cation of the analysis mostly amounts to
recursive checks of subprocesses. The case for in-capabilities states that if some ambi-
ent, labelled ‘a, has an in-capability (denoted by (‘a; ‘i)∈ Iˆ) and has a sibling (denoted
(‘′′; ‘a)∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′′; ‘′)∈ Iˆ) with the right name (denoted (‘′; n	)∈ Hˆ) then the result
of performing the in-capability should also be recorded in Iˆ (denoted (‘′; ‘a)∈ Iˆ). The
cases for the remaining capabilities are similar.
Note that the representation function only produces compatible pairs and that the
pairs constructed in the analysis are unproblematic as far as compatibility is concerned.
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Fig. 10. Speci1cation of CFA.
Example 6. Recall the scaled down 1rewall process of Example 1 and let P and Q
equal 0 for simplicity:
ww[pp[out‘
o
1w:in‘
i
2k:in‘
i
4w] | open‘p5 k:0] | kk[open‘p3 p | 0]
The least solution (Iˆ ; Hˆ) to the analysis of the above process is:
Iˆ = {(‘a?; k); (‘a?; p); (‘a?;w);
(k; k); (k; p); (k;w); (k; ‘o1); (k; ‘
i
2); (k; ‘
p
3 ); (k; ‘
i
4);
(p; ‘o1); (p; ‘
i
2); (p; ‘
i
4);
(w; k); (w; p); (w;w); (w; ‘o1); (w; ‘
i
2); (w; ‘
p
3 ); (w; ‘
i
4); (w; ‘
p
5 )}
Hˆ = {(‘a?; n?); (k; k); (p; p); (w; w)}
The above pair is clearly compatible (although not very informative).
In the ambient calculus, capabilities are used to change the hierarchy or con1gu-
ration of ambients. Thus capabilities can be seen as the active control component of
the ambient calculus, whereas ambients themselves can be seen as the passive data
component. The analysis described above computes a conservative approximation of
all the possible ways capabilities may be used to change the hierarchy of ambients. It
therefore seems sensible to refer to the analysis as a control 4ow analysis.
The control 4ow analysis was originally developed in [11] where the formal proper-
ties of the analysis were also established and where the analysis was used to validate
the protectiveness of a proposed 1rewall. Below we 1rst develop a notion of how to
induce constraint-based analyses and then show that the analysis can also be induced
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from the counting analysis, whence the formal properties of the control 4ow analysis
also follow from the general framework to be presented here.
4.1. Systematic construction of analyses
As we have seen, it may be necessary to simplify an analysis in order for it to be of
practical use. Rather than doing this in an ad-hoc manner, and thus maybe “re-invent”
the analysis for every speci1c use of it, it would be of great value to be able to sys-
tematically construct or derive analyses that meet speci1c criteria regarding complexity
and precision.
The framework presented in this paper lends itself to a systematic approach analogous
to the use of Galois connections in abstract interpretation. In what follows we assume
that A is a partial ordering of the complete latticeA and that A′ is a partial ordering
of the complete lattice A′; we shall write  for both orderings where no confusion
can arise. As usual a Galois connection between A and A′, denoted A′
&←−−−−→ A, is a
pair of monotone functions,  :A′ → A and & :A→A′, such that idA′  & ◦  and
 ◦ & idA. A Galois connection is a Galois insertion when additionally  ◦ &= idA.
We are now in a position to de1ne two ways in which satisfaction relations can be
related to each other.
De)nition 7 (Induced and approximate satisfaction relation). Let A′
&←−−−−→ A be a
Galois connection, and let |= :A× Proc→ {tt;ﬀ} and |=′ :A′× Proc→ {tt;ﬀ} be
satisfaction relations.
(1) The relation |= is said to be induced from the relation |=′ when
∀A ∈A; P ∈ Proc : &(A) |=′ P ⇐⇒ A |= P;
(2) The relation |= is said to approximate the relation |=′ when
∀A ∈A; P ∈ Proc : &(A) |=′ P ⇐= A |= P:
Clearly, if a satisfaction relation |= is induced from |=′ then it also approximates |=′.
Analogously, representation functions may be induced (but we dispense with de1ning
the notion of a representation function approximating another because this concept
seems to be too weak to be useful):
De)nition 8 (Induced representation function). Let A′
&←−−−−→ A be a Galois connection,
then a representation function,  : Proc→A is said to be induced from a representation
function, ′ : Proc→A′ whenever:
 ◦ ′ = :
An induced satisfaction relation inherits several important formal properties from the
original satisfaction relation, such as correctness and the Moore family property; the
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“global” notion of correctness is also inherited in the case of an approximate satisfaction
relation. We 1rst show that correctness is preserved:
Proposition 9 (Preservation of “local” correctness). Given |=, , |=′ and ′ such that
|= and  are induced from |=′ and ′ respectively, via the Galois connection A′ &←−−−−→ A.
Then
′(P)  A′ ∧ A′ |=′ P ∧ P → Q ⇒ ′(Q)  A′ ∧ A′ |=′ Q
implies
(P)  A ∧ A |= P ∧ P → Q ⇒ (Q)  A ∧ A |= Q
for all P, Q, A and A′.
Proof. We calculate as follows:
(P)  A ∧ A |= P ∧ P → Q
⇒ ′(P)  &(A) ∧ &(A) |=′ P ∧ P → Q
⇒ ′(Q)  &(A) ∧ &(A) |=′ Q
⇒ (Q)  A ∧ A |= Q
This concludes the proof.
Proposition 10 (Preservation of “global” correctness). Assume |=, , |=′ and ′ are
given such that |= approximates |=′ and  is induced from ′, via the Galois connec-
tion A′
&←−−−−→ A. Then
′(P)  A′ ∧ A′ |=′ P ∧ P→∗ Q ⇒ ′(Q)  A′
implies
(P)  A ∧ A |= P ∧ P→∗ Q ⇒ (Q)  A
for all P, Q, A and A′.
Proof. We calculate as follows:
(P)  A ∧ A |= P ∧ P→∗ Q
⇒ ′(P)  &(A) ∧ &(A) |=′ P ∧ P→∗ Q
⇒ ′(Q)  &(A)
⇒ (Q)  A
This concludes the proof.
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Next we show that the Moore family property is also preserved:
Proposition 11 (Preservation of Moore family). Let |=, , |=′ and ′ be given such
that |= and  are induced from |=′ and ′ respectively, via the Galois connection
A′
&←−−−−→ A. If
{A′ ∈A′ | A′ |=′ P ∧ ′(P)  A′ }
is a Moore family for every P, then
{A ∈A | A |= P ∧ (P)  A}
is also a Moore family for every P.
Proof. Let (Aj)j∈J be a family of elements in the set, i.e.
∀j ∈ J : Aj |= P ∧ ∀j ∈ J : (P)  Aj
and show that also j∈J Aj is in the set, i.e.
j∈J Aj |= P ∧ (P)  j∈J Aj:
We then calculate as follows using that a concretisation function & is completely
multiplicative (see e.g. Lemma 4.22 in [8]):
∀j ∈ J : (Aj |= P ∧ (P)  Aj)
⇒ ∀j ∈ J : (&(Aj) |=′ P ∧ ′(P)  &(Aj))
⇒ j&(Aj) |=′ P ∧ ′(P)  j&(Aj)
⇒ &(jAj) |=′ P ∧ ′(P)  &(jAj)
⇒ jAj |= P ∧ (P)  jAj
This concludes the proof.
Unfortunately, we cannot state an analogue of Proposition 11 in the case where
|= merely approximates |=′. Speci1cally it is the last implication in the above proof
that cannot be proved in that case. Intuitively this is because the greatest lower bound
calculated inA′ cannot, in general, be lifted back toA in such a way that it can still be
guaranteed to be an acceptable analysis result. As a concrete counter example, consider
the case where A′=A=P({1; 2}), A′ |=′ P holds for all A′, A |=P demands that
A =⊥, ′(P)=⊥, (P)=⊥ and both  and & are the identities; then |= approximates
|=′ and {A′ ∈A′ |A′ |=′ P ∧ ′(P)A′ } is a Moore family unlike what is the case for
{A ∈A |A |= P ∧ (P)A}.
4.2. Properties of the analysis
In order to show that the control 4ow analysis is induced from the counting analysis
we need a Galois connection. In the following  is the componentwise ordering on
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Fig. 11. A Galois connection.
InAmb×OfNam and we de1ne (CF; &CF) by
CF(C) =
⊔
{(Iˆ ; Hˆ) | (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) ∈ C}
&CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) = {(Iˆ ′; Hˆ ′; Aˆ′) | (Iˆ ′; Hˆ ′)(Iˆ ; Hˆ) ∧ (Iˆ ′; Hˆ ′; Aˆ′) is compatible}:
These functions are clearly monotone and it is straightforward to check that &CF(CF(C))
⊇C whenever C∈CountSet (meaning that all triples in C are compatible) and that CF
(&CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ)) (Iˆ ; Hˆ). This shows that (CF; &CF) is a Galois connection between
CountSet and InAmb×OfNam.
Recall that the least upper bounds in InAmb
:::×OfNam are the same as those calcu-
lated in InAmb×OfNam. It follows that CF(C) is compatible whenever C∈CountSet
and this shows that (CF; &CF) is a Galois connection also between CountSet and
InAmb
:::×OfNam (see Fig. 11). This Galois connection turns out to be a Galois inser-
tion as well. To see this 1rst note that if (Iˆ ; Hˆ) is compatible then so is (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; [{‘a |
(‘a; n) ∈ Hˆ} → !]). For compatible (Iˆ ; Hˆ) this means that
&CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) ! (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; [{‘a | (‘a; n) ∈ Hˆ} → !])
and it follows that CF(&CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ))= (Iˆ ; Hˆ).
The following proposition then states that the control 4ow analysis is induced (in
the sense of De1nition 7(1)) from the analysis with occurrence counting:
Proposition 12. If P ∈ Proc and (Iˆ ; Hˆ) is compatible then
&CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=OC P ⇐⇒ (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P
and
CF(OC(P))= CF(P):
Proof. It suPces to prove
(1) ∀(Iˆ ; Hˆ)∈ InAmb :::×OfNam : &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=OC P ⇐⇒ (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P.
(2) ∀‘∈ Laba : CF({OC‘ (P)})= CF‘ (P).
by structural induction in P; the details may be found in Appendix C.
The semantic correctness and Moore family property of the control 4ow analysis
now follows from the similar results for the occurrence counting analysis:
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Corollary 13 (“Local” and “global” correctness). If P;Q∈ Proc then
CF(P)  (Iˆ ; Hˆ) ∧ (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P ∧ P → Q ⇒ CF(Q)  (Iˆ ; Hˆ) ∧ (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF Q
CF(P)  (Iˆ ; Hˆ) ∧ (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P ∧ P→∗ Q ⇒ CF(Q)  (Iˆ ; Hˆ)
hold for all (Iˆ ; Hˆ)∈ InAmb :::×OfNam.
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 3, 9, 10 and 12 and Corollary 4.
Corollary 14 (Moore family). The set
{(Iˆ ; Hˆ) ∈ InAmb :::×OfNam| (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P ∧ CF(P)  (Iˆ ; Hˆ)}
is a Moore family for every P.
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 5,11 and 12.
In [9] it is shown that for a given system, n‘
a
?
? [P?], of size s, it is possible to devise
an O(s3) algorithm for computing the least solution to the control 4ow analysis.
5. Conclusion
We have shown how to develop a theory of abstract interpretation in a constraint
based manner (based on 4ow logic) so as to make it useful for analysing calculi of
computation and without the need to require processes to be on a “non-standard” form.
The development mimics the familiar use of abstract interpretation to induce abstract
transfer functions from concrete ones, but has been expressed in a speci1cation oriented
manner as known from type systems.
Speci1cally we developed a counting analysis for the ambient calculus. We proved
it semantically correct with respect to the “oPcial” operational semantics and showed
that the set of acceptable solutions constitute a Moore family so that a least solution
always exists. Next a previously developed control 4ow analysis was shown to be
induced from the counting analysis and its properties derived using the general theory
of abstract interpretation in constraint-based form.
In our view the development demonstrates that abstract interpretation and constraint-
based analyses naturally complement the use of type systems for analysing calculi of
computation.
Furthermore we believe that static analysis has an important role to play in automated
validation of software, e.g. security validation. In order to implement tools that are of
practical use it is often necessary to develop less complex, and thus less precise,
analyses. The framework presented in this paper shows how such analyses can be
constructed in a systematic way that preserves important formal properties. As an
example the control 4ow analysis described in Section 4 (derived from the occurrence
counting analysis from Section 3) forms the basis of a tool for validating 1rewalls as
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described in [11]. A web front-end for the 1rewall tool is available via the Flow Logic
web page: http://www.daimi.au.dk/~fn/FlowLogic.html.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 2
For the statement
(1) if P ≡ Q then C |=OC P ⇔ C |=OC Q
we proceed by induction in the inference P ≡ Q and only consider three illustrative
cases.
First suppose that !P ≡ (P | !P). Using Fig. 6 we calculate that
C |=OC !P ⇔ C |=OC P ⇔ C |=OC P ∧ C |=OC P
⇔ C |=OC P ∧ C |=OC !P ⇔ C |=OC (P | !P)
and this shows the result.
Next suppose that n‘
a
[P] ≡ n‘a [Q] because P ≡ Q. Using Fig. 6 and the induction
hypothesis we calculate that
C |=OC n‘a [P] ⇔ C |=OC P ⇔ C |=OC Q ⇔ C |=OC n‘a [Q]
as was to be shown.
Finally suppose that in‘
i
n:P ≡ in‘in:Q because P ≡ Q. Using Fig. 6 and the induction
hypothesis we calculate that
C |=OC in‘in:P ⇔ C |=OC P ∧ ∀(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) ∈ C : ∀‘a; ‘′; ‘′′ : · · ·
⇔ C |=OC Q ∧ ∀(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) ∈ C : ∀‘a; ‘′; ‘′′ : · · ·
⇔ C |=OC in‘in:Q
using that the formula ∀(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ)∈C : ∀‘a; ‘′; ‘′′ : · · · of Fig. 6 is independent of P
and Q.
For the statement
(2) if P ≡ Q then ∀‘ ∈ Laba : OC‘ (P)= OC‘ (Q).
we proceed by induction on P ≡ Q and consider the same three cases as above.
First suppose that !P ≡ (P | !P). Using Fig. 5 we write
(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) = OC‘ (P)
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and calculate that
OC‘ (!P) = (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; [dom(Aˆ) → !])
= (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; [dom(Aˆ) → !])
= OC‘ (P) unionsq+ OC‘ (!P)
= OC‘ (P | !P)
and this shows the result.
Next suppose that n‘
a
[P] ≡ n‘a [Q] because P ≡ Q. Using Fig. 5 and the induction
hypothesis we calculate that
OC‘ (n
‘a [P]) = OC‘a (P) unionsq+ ({(‘; ‘a)}; {(‘a; n	)}; [{‘a} → 1])
= OC‘a (Q) unionsq+ ({(‘; ‘a)}; {(‘a; n	)}; [{‘a} → 1])
= OC‘ (n
‘a [Q])
as was to be shown.
Finally suppose that in‘
i
n:P ≡ in‘in:Q because P ≡ Q. Using Fig. 5 and the induction
hypothesis we calculate that
OC‘ (in
‘in:P) = OC‘ (P) unionsq+ ({(‘; ‘i)}; ∅;⊥)
= OC‘ (Q) unionsq+ ({(‘; ‘i)}; ∅;⊥)
= OC‘ (in
‘in:Q)
and this concludes the proof of Lemma 2.
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 3
We 1rst prove
(1) C |=OC P ∧ P → Q ⇒ C |=OC Q
by induction in the inference P → Q (see Fig. 2). Essentially the proof simply amounts
to observing that the capabilities present in Q are also present in P. We consider two
illustrative cases.
First suppose that
C |=OC open‘pn :P′ | n‘[Q′]
and that
open‘
p
n :P′ | n‘[Q′]→P′ | Q′
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and show that C |=OC P′ | Q′. Expanding C |=OC open‘pn:P′ | n‘[Q′] using Fig. 7 we
obtain
∀(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) ∈ C : ∀‘a; ‘′ : · · ·
C |=OC P′
C |=OC Q′
from which C |=OC P′ | Q′ easily follows.
Next consider the case where
C |=OC P
and
P → Q because P ≡ P′ ∧ P′ → Q′ ∧ Q′ ≡ Q
and show that C |=OC Q. From C |=OC P and P ≡ P′ it follows by Lemma 2 that
C |=OC P′; from the induction hypothesis we then have C |=OC Q′; using Lemma 2
once more we obtain C |=OC Q as desired.
Next we prove
(2)
∀‘ ∈ Laba : ∀(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) ∈ Count :
((Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (P)) ∈ C ∧ C |=OC P ∧ P → Q
⇒ ((Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (Q)) ∈ C
by induction in the inference P → Q; we consider all cases in the order listed in Fig. 2.
In the case for in-capabilities we write
(Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) = (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (n‘
a
n [in‘
i
m:P′ | Q′] | m‘am [R′])
(Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
) = (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (m‘
a
m [n‘
a
n [P′ | Q′] | R′])
and assume that
(Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) ∈ C
C |=OC n‘an [in‘im:P′ | Q′] | m‘am [R′]
n‘
a
n [in‘
i
m:P′ | Q′] | m‘am [R′]→m‘am [n‘an [P′ | Q′] | R′]
and must show that
(Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
) ∈ C:
We calculate that
(Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
)
= (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘an (P′) unionsq+ OC‘an (Q′) unionsq+ OC‘am (R′)
unionsq+ ({(‘; ‘an ); (‘an ; ‘i); (‘; ‘am)}; {(‘an ; n	); (‘am; m	)}; {[{‘an ; ‘am} → 1]})
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and that
(Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
)
= (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘an (P′) unionsq+ OC‘an (Q′) unionsq+ OC‘am (R′)
unionsq+ ({(‘am; ‘an ); (‘; ‘am)}; {(‘an ; n	); (‘am; m	)}; {[{‘an ; ‘am} → 1]}):
It is immediate that Hˆ ′′= Hˆ
′
and Aˆ′′= Aˆ′. We also have that
Iˆ
′′ ∈


Iˆ
′ ∪{(‘am; ‘an )};
Iˆ
′\{(‘; ‘an )}∪ {(‘am; ‘acn)};
Iˆ
′\{(‘an ; ‘i)}∪ {(‘am; ‘an )};
Iˆ
′\{(‘; ‘an ); (‘an ; ‘i)}∪ {(‘am; ‘an )}


which may be strengthened to
Iˆ
′′ ∈
{
Iˆ
′\{(‘; ‘an )}∪ {(‘am; ‘an )};
Iˆ
′\{(‘; ‘an ); (‘an ; ‘i)}∪ {(‘am; ‘an )}
}
in the case where Aˆ′(‘an )= 1 because then the identi1ed occurrence of (‘; ‘
a
n ) is the
only such occurrence. Since (Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) ∈ C and
(‘an ; ‘
i) ∈ Iˆ ′ ∧ (‘; ‘an ) ∈ Iˆ
′ ∧ (‘; ‘am) ∈ Iˆ
′ ∧ (‘am; m	) ∈ Hˆ
′
it follows that the triple (Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
) is demanded to be in C by the speci1cation in
Fig. 6. This concludes the consideration of in-capabilities.
The case for out-capabilities is analogous and is omitted.
In the case for open-capabilities we write
(Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) = (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (open‘
p
n:P′ | n‘a [Q′])
(Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
) = (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (P′ | Q′)
and assume that
(Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) ∈ C
C |=OC open‘pn :P′ | n‘a [Q′]
open‘
p
n :P′ | n‘a [Q′]→P′ | Q′
and must show that
(Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
) ∈ C:
We calculate that
(Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) = (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (P′) unionsq+ OC‘a (Q′)
unionsq+ ({(‘; ‘a); (‘; ‘p)}; {(‘a; n	)}; {[{‘a} → 1]})
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and that
(Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
) = (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (P′) unionsq+ OC‘ (Q′):
In the case where Aˆ′(‘a)= 1 we have identi1ed the unique occurrence of ‘a and it
follows that Hˆ ′′= Hˆ
′\{(‘a; m) |m∈SNam} and that Aˆ′′= Aˆ′\{‘a} and that furthermore
Iˆ
′′ ∈
{
Iˆ
′\({(‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ′ | ‘′ ∈ Lab}∪{(‘; ‘a); (‘; ‘p)})∪{(‘; ‘′) | (‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ′};
Iˆ
′\({(‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ′ | ‘′ ∈ Lab}∪{(‘; ‘a)})∪{(‘; ‘′) | (‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ′}
}
depending on whether or not there may be other occurrences of the open-capability.
Since (Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) ∈ C and
(‘; ‘p) ∈ Iˆ ′ ∧ (‘; ‘a) ∈ Iˆ ′ ∧ (‘a; n	) ∈ Hˆ ′
it follows that the triple (Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
) is demanded to be in C by the speci1cation in
Fig. 7.
In the case where Aˆ′(‘a)=! we take
Z =
{
(‘a; ‘′)
∣∣∣∣∣ (‘
a; ‘′) is in the Iˆ -component of OC‘a (Q
′) ∧
(‘a; ‘′) is not in the Iˆ -component of OC‘ (Q
′)
}
Y = {(‘a; ‘′) ∈ Z | (‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ′′}
X =
{
∅ if (‘; ‘p) ∈ Iˆ ′′
{(‘; ‘p)} if (‘; ‘p) ∈ Iˆ ′′
c = Aˆ′′(‘a)
V =
{
∅ if (‘a; n	) ∈ Hˆ ′′
{(‘a; n	)} if (‘a; n	) ∈ Hˆ ′′
W =
{
∅ if (‘; ‘a) ∈ Iˆ ′′
{(‘; ‘a)} if (‘; ‘a) ∈ Iˆ ′′
and note that Y ⊇ Z ∩ {(‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ′ | Aˆ′(‘′) = 1}. Furthermore, we check that
Iˆ
′′
= ((Iˆ
′\(Y∪X ))∪{(‘; ‘′) | (‘a; ‘′) ∈ Z})\W
Hˆ ′′ = Hˆ
′\V
Aˆ′′ = Aˆ′[‘a → c]:
For c=! we observe that
∃m ∈ SNam : (‘a; m) ∈ Hˆ ′\V
∃‘′ : (‘′; ‘a) ∈ ((Iˆ\(Y∪X ))∪{(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘) ∈ Z})\W
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and for c=1 we observe that
V⊂::{(‘a; m) | (‘a; m) ∈ Hˆ ′}
W⊂::{(‘′; ‘a) | (‘′; ‘a) ∈ ((Iˆ ′\(Y ∪X ))∪{(‘; ‘′) | (‘a; ‘′) ∈ Z}
(where the reason for the diOerent formulation in Fig. 7 is the desire only to produce
compatible triples). It follows that the triple (Iˆ
′′
; Hˆ
′′
; Aˆ
′′
) is demanded to be in C by
the speci1cation in Fig. 7 in all cases.
We are left with the four cases for reduction in context. First consider the case
where
((Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (n‘
a
[P′])) ∈ C
C |=OC n‘a [P′]
n‘
a
[P′]→ n‘a [Q′] because P′→Q′
(which clearly also establishes C |=OC P′) and where we must show that
((Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (n‘
a
[P′])) ∈ C:
Using Fig. 5 we calculate
(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (n‘
a
[P′])
= ((Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ ({(‘; ‘a)}; {(‘a; n	)}; [{‘a} → 1])) unionsq+ OC‘a (P′)
and the induction hypothesis ensures that whenever the above element is in C then
also
((Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ ({(‘; ‘a)}; {(‘a; n	)}; [{‘a} → 1])) unionsq+ OC‘a (Q′)
= (Iˆ ; Hˆ ; Aˆ) unionsq+ OC‘ (n‘
a
[Q′])
is in C thereby proving the result.
The cases where
(n)P′→ (n)Q′ because P′→Q′
and
P′ | R→Q′ | R because P′→Q′
are entirely analogous. Finally, the case where
P→Q because P ≡ P′ ∧ P′→Q′ ∧ Q′ ≡ Q
makes use of Lemma 2 but is otherwise analogous. This concludes the proof of Propo-
sition 3.
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Appendix C. Proof of Proposition 12
We 1rst prove
(1) ∀(Iˆ ; Hˆ) ∈ InAmb :::×OfNam : &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=OC P ⇐⇒ (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P
by structural induction in P. Only the cases for capabilities are non-trivial.
Consider the proof of “⇐” in the case of in-capabilities: Let (Iˆ ; Hˆ) be compatible
such that (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF in‘in:P and show that &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=OC in‘in:P. From Fig. 10 it
follows that (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P and by the induction hypothesis we have &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=OC P.
Next consider (Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
)∈ &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) and ‘a; ‘′; ‘′′ such that
(‘a; ‘i) ∈ Iˆ ′ ∧ (‘′′; ‘a) ∈ Iˆ ′ ∧ (‘′′; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ′ ∧ (‘′; n	) ∈ Hˆ ′:
By de1nition of &CF it follows that (Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) is compatible and that
(‘a; ‘i) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′′; ‘a) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′′; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′; n	) ∈ Hˆ
so that by Fig. 10 also (‘′; ‘a) ∈ Iˆ : All of the four triples
(Iˆ
′∪{(‘′; ‘a)}; Hˆ ′; Aˆ′)
(Iˆ
′\{(‘′′; ‘a)}∪{(‘′; ‘a)}; Hˆ ′; Aˆ′)
(Iˆ
′\{(‘a; ‘i)}∪{(‘′; ‘a)}; Hˆ ′; Aˆ′)
(Iˆ
′\{(‘′′; ‘a); (‘a; ‘i)}∪{(‘′; ‘a)}; Hˆ ′; Aˆ′)
considered in Fig. 6 are clearly compatible and only add the pair (‘′; ‘a) already known
to be in Iˆ . It follows that all the triples are elements of &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) and this concludes
the proof that &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=OC in‘in:P.
Conversely, consider the proof of “⇒”: Let (Iˆ ; Hˆ) be compatible such that &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ)
|=OC in‘in:P and show that (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF in‘in:P. From Fig. 6 it follows that &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ)
|=OC P and by the induction hypothesis we have (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P. Next consider ‘a; ‘′; ‘′′
such that
(‘a; ‘i) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′′; ‘a) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′′; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′; n	) ∈ Hˆ :
We already remarked that
(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; [{‘a | (‘a; n) ∈ Hˆ} → !]) ∈ &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ)
and from Fig. 6 it follows that
(Iˆ∪{(‘′; ‘a)}; Hˆ ; [{‘a | (‘a; n) ∈ Hˆ} → !]) ∈ &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ):
Given the de1nition of &CF it follows that (‘′; ‘a) ∈ Iˆ and this concludes the proof that
(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF in‘in:P.
The proof for out-capabilities is analogous and we dispense with the details.
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Next, consider the proof of “⇐” in the case of open-capabilities: Let (Iˆ ; Hˆ) be
compatible such that (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF open‘pn:P and let us show that we also have &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ)
|=OC open‘pn:P. From Fig. 10 it follows that (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P and by the induction
hypothesis we have &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=OC P. Next consider (Iˆ ′; Hˆ ′; Aˆ′) in &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) and ‘a; ‘′
such that
(‘a; ‘p) ∈ Iˆ ′ ∧ (‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ′ ∧ (‘′; n	) ∈ Hˆ ′:
By de1nition of &CF it follows that (Iˆ
′
; Hˆ
′
; Aˆ
′
) is compatible and that
(‘a; ‘p) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′; n	) ∈ Hˆ
so that by Fig. 10 also {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘) ∈ Iˆ}⊆ Iˆ . Clearly all the triples considered in
Fig. 7 for inclusion into &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) are compatible and at most add the pairs
{(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘) ∈ Z} ⊆ {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘) ∈ Iˆ ′} ⊆ {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘) ∈ Iˆ}
already known to be in Iˆ . It follows that all the triples are elements of &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) and
this concludes the proof that &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=OC open‘pn:P.
Conversely, consider the proof of “⇒”: Let (Iˆ ; Hˆ) be compatible such that &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ)
|=OC open‘pn:P and show that (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF in‘in:P. From Fig. 7 it follows that &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ)
|=OC P and by the induction hypothesis we have (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF P. Next consider ‘a; ‘′
such that
(‘a; ‘p) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘a; ‘′) ∈ Iˆ ∧ (‘′; n	) ∈ Hˆ :
We already remarked that
(Iˆ ; Hˆ ; [{‘a | (‘a; n) ∈ Hˆ} → !]) ∈ &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ):
For this choice of element in &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ) in Fig. 7 we take:
Z = {(‘′; ‘) ∈ Iˆ | ‘ ∈ Lab}
Y = ∅
X = ∅
c = !
V = ∅
W = ∅
It then follows that
(((Iˆ\(Y∪X ))∪{(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘) ∈ Z})\W; Hˆ\V; Aˆ[‘′ → c]) ∈ &CF(Iˆ ; Hˆ):
Given the de1nition of &CF it follows that
{(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘) ∈ Iˆ} = {(‘a; ‘) | (‘′; ‘) ∈ Z} ⊆ Iˆ
and this concludes the proof that (Iˆ ; Hˆ) |=CF open‘pn:P.
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We next prove
(2) ∀‘ ∈ Laba : CF({OC‘ (P)}) = CF‘ (P)
by structural induction in P. For the induction step we use that
CF({(Iˆ 1; Hˆ 1; Aˆ1) unionsq+ (Iˆ 2; Hˆ 2; Aˆ2)})
= CF({(Iˆ 1; Hˆ 1; Aˆ1)}) unionsq CF({(Iˆ 2; Hˆ 2; Aˆ2)}):
This concludes the proof of Proposition 12.
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